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0. Introduction. Let R be a von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert

space H, G a topological group, and a—><p(a) a representation of G as

a group of *-automorphisms of R. Recall that a—><p(a) is continuous

in the strong-bounded topology if and only if

sup      \\[<p(a)(T) - T]x\\ ->0        (a-*e)
res.imigi

for al! xEH. The purpose of this note is to show that for certain von

Neumann algebras R and certain groups of *-automorphisms <p(a),

the continuity of <p(a) in the strong-bounded topology is a very re-

strictive condition. For example, if R is abelian and s—xp(s) is a

one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of R, continuous in the

strong-bounded topology, then <p(s) is the identity automorphism

for all s. If R is either a Ix factor or a IIIX factor (and His separable),

then a strong-bounded continuous one-parameter group of inner

automorphisms must be uniformly continuous. Hence, strong-

bounded continuous groups of automorphisms are probably not use-

ful in quantum field theory, since the corresponding Hamiltonian

operators have bounded spectrum.

The author would like to thank L. Bongaarts for a number of

stimulating conversations on the role of automorphisms of von Neu-

mann algebras in quantum field theory.

The notation and terminology of this note is that of Dixmier [l].

1. The results. We make two preliminary remarks before going

on to the main theorems.

First, note that if xEH is cyclic for R' and

sup      || [<p(a)(T) — T]x\\ —> 0        (a—>e),
realms i

then a—><p(a) is continuous in the strong-bounded topology.

The second remark is contained in the following lemma.

Lemma 1.1. Let R be a von Neumann algebra on H, G a topological

group, and a—xp(a) a representation of G as a group of *-automorphisms
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of R, continuous in the strong-bounded topology. Let Sbe a von Neumann

algebra and <p: R-^S a ^-isomorphism. Then a—xj> o <p(a) o<p~l is a

representation of G as a group of *-automorphisms of S, continuous in

the strong-bounded topology.

Proof. By Dixmier [l, Theoreme 3, p. 58], it suffices to consider

three special cases: (1) <p is an ampliation <p: T—>F®7, where 7 is the

identity on some Hilbert space K; (2) <p is an induction, (j>: T—>Te,

where £ is a projection in R' with central support equal to 7; (3) cp is

a spatial isomorphism. Cases (2) and (3) are easy and are left to the

reader. Case (1) may be reformulated as follows. There exists some

index set A such that H®K— ^2asA@Ha, where for all aHa is a

copy of H. <p then has the form <p: TER—* ^2asA®T*ER®I, where

Ta=T for all a. Given xEH®K, choose indices ax, ■ ■ ■ , an such

that xai © • • • ®xBn is as close in norm to x as desired. Here x$ is the

(3th component of x. Then choose 5 so that

sup l[<p(s)(T) - T]xaA
\s\ ^S,T<ER,\\T\\£l,l£1^n

is as small as desired. Simple inequalities complete the proof.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose R is an abelian von Neumann algebra and

s—*(p(s) is a one-parameter group of ^-automorphisms of R, continuous

in the strong bounded topology. Then <p(s) is the identity automorphism

for all s.

Before proving Theorem 1.2, we make a few preliminary remarks

and prove a preliminary lemma.

Let <p be a *-automorphism of R. Recall that <p is freely acting on

R if, given a nonzero projection P in R, there exists a nonzero projec-

tion Q in R such that Q^P and Q±<p(Q). In general, there exist

projections P and Q, fixed under ip, such that <p is the identity on RQ

and is freely acting on RP. For each <p(s), let Ps and Qs be the cor-

responding P and Q. Note that PS=P_S and QS = Q-S. Theorem 1.2

will be proved if we can show P, = 0 for all s.

Every abelian von Neumann algebra is *-isomorphic to a maximal

abelian von Neumann algebra. Hence, by Lemma 1.1 it suffices to

consider the case in which R is maximal abelian. In this case the

spectral theorem states that R is unitarily equivalent to the multi-

plication algebra of some measure space (M, p.). From now on we

assume that R is such a multiplication algebra.

Next, a lemma needed in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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Lemma 1.3. Let (Q, v) be a measure space, fEL2(&, v), and <p a freely

acting *-automorphism of L°°(fi, v). Then there exists a projection

PEL<°(Q., v) such thatP±<p(P) and ||P/||i^4|l/lk

Proof. By Zorn's Lemma, choose a maximal projection P such

that P A-<p(P). P is nonzero since (p is freely acting on P°°(fi, v). Let

Q = P+<p(P). Claim <p(I — Q) ̂ P. To show this it suffices to show that

<p(I-Q)^Q-UR = <p(I-Q) ■ (I-Q) *0, then <p->(R)^ I-Q±Q and
R^I — Q A-Q. Since<p is freely acting, there exists a nonzero projection

S^<p~l(R) such that S ±<p(S). But 5 = ̂ -'(P) L<2 and <p(S)^R±Q.
This contradicts the maximality of P. Hence, <p(I — Q)^P. Now

I = P+cp(P) + (I-Q). At least one of ||P/||2, |k(P)/||2, and ||(I-0/||2
is greater than or equal to i||/||2. But I— Q ±.<p(I-Q), P ±-<p(P), and

<p(P) ±-<p2(P). The result follows. Q.E.D.

Easy examples show that the constant J in the above lemma is

best possible.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let i be a positive real number, Q is a

projection in LX(M, u) corresponding to a measurable subset of M

of finite measure, and xq the characteristic function of Q. Now

(P„, u) is a measure space and <p(s) is a freely acting *-automorphism

of L°°(P„ pi)Lx(M, p.). By Lemma 1.3 there exists a projection

REL'C(PS, pi) such that

J   P-XQrfpJ   ̂ i\f   XQdn

and R±<p(s)(R).

\\[<p(s)(R)-R]XQ\U

= \\P,[<p(s)(R) - R]xq\\2 = [/   I <p(s)(R) - R\2XQdu~]

= [J"  [<p(s)(R)xq + **»]*»] = [J *x«^]

£*[/ xq^m] =|m(P.0j.

Hence,

9 sup \\[<p(r)(T)-T]xQ\\l^u(P,Q).
|r|g»,reR,nrigi

If tp is a *-automorphism of R and 93 leaves a projection P absolutely

fixed, then (pn leaves R absolutely fixed (ra=£l). Hence, <2«/« = (?« and

therefore P^in^Ps- From this it follows that
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p(PsQ) ^ n(P„nQ)

^9 sup \\[<p(r)(T) - T]XQ\\l->0        (n T  + °°).
|r|g«/n.reR,|]r|]si

Hence, Ps is orthogonal to Q. Since <2's corresponding to measurable

sets of finite measure generate R, Ps = 0 for all s.

As noted above, this proves Theorem 1.2. Q.E.D.

Theorem 1.4. Suppose R is either: (I) a Iafactor; or (2) H is sepa-

rable and R is a III„ factor. Let s—»U(s) be a strongly continuous one-

parameter unitary group in R. Let <p(s)(T) = U(s)TU( — s) (TER).

Suppose <p(s) is continuous in the strong-bounded topology. Then s—> U(s)

is uniformly continuous.

Proof. Assume R is a 7M factor. Let U(s) =eUA. U(s) is uniformly

continuous if and only if A is bounded. If U(s) is not uniformly con-

tinuous, assume that the spectrum of A is unbounded on the positive

real axis (otherwise consider the one-parameter unitary group

V(s) = U(-s)). Let U(s)=f±Ze*>dE(\). Then there exist integers

w0<«i< • • • j + oo such that E([nk, nk + l))^0 (k^O). Choose a

minimal projection Po^E([n0, w0 + l)) and xEPo(H), ||x||=l.

Choose partial isometrics Uk (k^l) such that U*Uk=Po and

Pk = Uk U* ^E([nk, nk + l)). Now since multiplication on the right

by U(s) carries the unit ball of R onto itself

sup      \\[U(s)TU(-s) - T]x\\ =      sup      \\[U(s)T - TU(s)]x\\.
TeKjrngl TeR,\\T[\si

l\\U(s)Uk- UkU(s)]x\\

^ \\exp(inks)E([nk, nk + l))Ukx — exp(in0s)UkE([no, n0 + l)x\\

— || U(s)Ukx — exp(inks)E([nk, nk + l))£/ix||

— \\Uk exp(in0s)E([no, n0 + l))x — UkU(s)x\\

g:   | exp(inks) — exp(in0s) \   —       sup       | expft'Xs) — exp(inks) \
XS [71ft Bfc + l]

— sup       | expftXs) — exp(in0s) |
^[Vo+'l

=   | exp(i(nk — n0)s) — 1 |   — 2   sup    | exp(i\s) — 1 \ .
xe[0,l]

Now nk — n01 + oo as k f + oo. Hence,

lim sup     \\[U(s)TU(-s) - T]x\\ = 2.
s-.o.reR.iinisi

Contradiction. Hence, U(s) must be uniformly continuous.
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Now assume that R is a IIIX factor on a separable Hilbert space.

The proof of the theorem for this case follows the proof of the Ix case

almost verbatim. The only twist is the use of the fact that two non-

zero projections in a IIIX factor on a separable Hilbert space are

equivalent in the Murray-von Neumann sense. The details are left

to the reader. Q.E.D.

We remark that if R is a I„ factor on a separable Hilbert space,

then the following apparent strengthening of Theorem 1.4 is true. If

<p(s) is an arbitrary one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of R,

continuous in the strong-bounded topology, then 5—>ip(s) is continu-

ous in the norm topology. A sketch of the proof of this follows. <p(s) is

inner for each s since R is a Ix factor. <p(s) continuous in the strong-

bounded topology implies that (p(s) is continuous in the weak-

bounded topology. Since H is separable, a result of Kadison ([2,

Theorem 4.13, p. 195]) now shows that there exists a strongly con-

tinuous one-parameter unitary group 5—>U(s) in R such that (p(s)(T)

= U(s)TU( — s). Theorem 1.4 shows s^>U(s) is uniformly continuous.

Easy estimates now imply that s—><p(s) is continuous in the norm

topology.

It is unknown to the author whether or not an analogue of The-

orem 1.4 holds for R a IIK factor. The 7p case is handled by the

next theorem.

Theorem 1.5. Let R be a IIx von Neumann algebra and U(s) a

strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group in R. Let ip(s)(T)

= U(s)TU( — s). Then s-^<p(s) is continuous in the strong-bounded

topology.

Proof. There exists some index set B such that R= y^geS-Kg,

where each Rg has a faithful finite trace. Note that each <p(s) leaves

Cent R fixed and hence <p(s) = X^es©1^5)- where <p$(s) is a one-

parameter group of *-automorphisms of Rp. An argument like that

used in the proof of Lemma 1.1 shows that <p(s) is continuous in the

strong-bounded topology if each <pp(s) is. Hence, we may assume jR

has a faithful finite trace. By Lemma 1.1, we may assume R has a

trace vector x. By the remarks preceeding Lemma 1.1, it suffices to

show that

sup      \\[<p(s)(T)- r].t||—0        (*->0);
TeR,\\T\\£l

i.e., sup     \\<p(s)(T) - T\\2
reK.nriigi

= || U(s)T - TU(s)\\t-+ 0       (j -» 0)

(here || • -||2 denotes the trace norm).
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Let P be a "large" spectral projection of

/+00

eix>dE(\)        (say P = E([-n, re]) for large w)

such that ||7-P||2<e. Let TER, ||F||gl. Then

\\<p(s)(T) - J||i ^ \\PU(s)PTP - PTPU(s)P\\2 + 6e

^ 2\\PU(s)P - P\\x + 66.

HPC/ftOP-PII^-^O ft-^O) since PU(s)P is a unitary operator with
bounded spectrum on P(H). Hence, ||<pft)(F) — r||2—»0 ft—>0).

Q.E.D.
We note that Theorem 1.5 is not true for an arbitrary one-parame-

ter group <p(s) of *-automorphisms of a 77i factor. For example, for

w^l, let Rn be the algebra of all 2X2 matrices, t„ the normalized

trace on Rn, and <pn(s) the *-automorphism of Rn given by the unitary

e^Oe^in,. Further, letS be the C*-tensor product ®nii Rn,r = ®nziTn,

/eins o   \

\ 0    e-*'"'/

and <p(s) = ®„£i <pn(s). If IIr is the cyclic representation of S with

cyclic vector £T on the Hilbert space HT corresponding to the state t,

IL is faithful, and IL(S)", the strong closure of IL(S), is a 77i factor.

Since <p(s) leaves t invariant, there exists a strongly continuous one-

parameter unitary group U(s) on HT such that

U(s)U(T)U(-s) = Jl(<p(s)(T))        (T ES).

Easy computations show that

lim sup       \\[U(s)TU(-s) - T]£r\\ = 2.
j-*o.rs0r(s),iirugi
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